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IJ2 Self study Test                       Allotted Time : 60 minutes 

Choose the best answer. 

1) I usually go for a walk on Fridays . 

      a)So did I   b)so do I     c) I don ' t either      d)I did too 

2) ………………..to drive a car if you don ' t have a driving license . 

a)you ' d rather not     b)you may not                                                                

c)you can not             d) you are not allowed  

3 ) If  I don' t pass the exam , …………………………….. 

a)I 'll have to go to summer school    b) I will not stay home all day    

c)I 'll take some appointment             d ) I will not study hard  

4 ) If I find a better paying job near my home , I …………….to look  for 

another job for a long time ! 

a)am not need   b) I am not needed   c) I don ' t need   d) none week 

5) I need some money , could you ………..me 10 $ until next week. 

          a)lend    b) borrow        c) spend          d) help 

6)This park is so beautiful , I really enjoy …………my bike here . 

         a)ride           b) to ride          c) riding        d)to riding 

7) What does conversation mean ? 

      a) convenient b) probably   c) dialogue  d) together 

8) What kind of sports did you do as a child ? 

      a) I've been swimming a lot recently . 

      b) I used to play football  

      c) I might ride a bicycle and run  

      d) I was playing football  
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9) What were you doing when I called last night . 

      a) I watched some T.V. 

      b) I was watching T.V. 

      c) I'm watching T.V. 

      d) I've watched T.V. 

10) I lied to my parents yesterday . 

      a) well you learned a lesson  

      b) you shouldn't have done that .  

      c) Thanks , That's good advice .  

      d) none 

11) We were having a great trip when …….. our car broke down . 

     a) luckily     b) unfortunately  c) miraculously  d) usually  

12) We want to know what happened . please ……… us the truth . 

      a) offer   b) make   c) say   d) tell 

13) I hated the movie . It was ……….. .  

   a) outstanding  b) fabulous   c) interesting  d) dreadful  

14) If I moved to a Foreign country , ………….. .  

      a) I'd have to learn another language . 

      b) I will learn another language .  

      c) I learn another language .  

      d) I'm going to learn another language .  

15) If I found a million dollars , ………………. . 

    a) I will go straight to the police  

    b) I have to go to the police  

    c) I had to go to the police  

    d) I'd go straight to the police 
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16) If I don't pass the exam , ……………. . 

     a) I'd go to summer school  

     b) I'll have to go to summer school  

     c) I'll have gone to summer school  

     d) none 

17) These days , there ………. a lot of stores in our neighborhood . 

        a) were   b) is   c) are   d) was 

18) My parents ………………. in their house for ten years .  

       a) has leaving    b) has been leaving  

       c) have leaving   d) have been leaving  

19) While we …………… living in this house , they tore down the 

building next door  

        a) were   b) are   c) must   d) have 

20) Marconi invented the telegraph . 

        a) The telegraph is invented by Marconi  

        b) The telegraph has invented by Marconi  

        c) The telegraph was invented by Marconi  

        d) The telegraph will be invented by Marconi  

21) People speak Portuguese in Brazil . 

       a) Portuguese was spoken by people in Brazil  

       b) Portuguese are spoken by people in Brazil  

       c) Portuguese is spoken  by people in Brazil  

       d) Portuguese has spoken by people in Brazil  

22) An earthquake destroyed the church .  

       a) The church is destroyed by an earthquake . 

       b) The church was destroyed by an earthquake . 

       c) The church will be destroyed by an earthquake . 

       d) The church has destroyed by an earthquake . 
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23) My hometown is not an exciting place  . The nightlife there is 

 pretty .………… . 

       a) boring  b) nice   c) interesting  d) noisy  

24) Prices are very high in this city . everything is pretty ……………. . 

      a) cheap   b) expensive  c) stressful   d) interesting 

25) I'm getting a cold . what should I do ? you should stay ……….. home 

and go ……… bed .  

       a) in- to   b) at-in   c) to-to   d) at- to 
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IJ2 Answer key  

1)-b      14)-a 

2)-d      15)-d 

3)-a      16)-b 

4)-c      17)-c 

5)-a      18)-d 

6)-c      19)-a 

7)-c      20)-c 

8)-b      21)-c 

9)-b      22)-b 

10)-b      23)-a 

11)-b      24)-b 

12)-d      25)-d 

13)-d 


